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SYNOPSIS

Old Lamp Films presents the heart-felt tale of the friendship between a reclusive, 

embittered old man and a young mother trying to outrun an abusive relationship, when 

their lives collide on the bus they are travelling on.

Alfred Small, a reclusive and embittered old man has been making the same journey for 

the last three months, to the hospital bedside of his ailing wife. One day he comes to aid 

of a young African mother called Kendal and her son Benji, who suffers a violent attack at 

the hands of her abusive boyfriend. With the barriers of old and young broken, both will 

come to learn that they have more in common than they know.
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BEHIND THE SCENES

The genesis of the project began back in 2012 in a holiday caravan near to Chatsworth 

House. Actor and director Mike Archer was busily attempting to write a script that had 

been brewing in his mind for a few months – a script that he hoped would become the first 

short film project for Old Lamp Films. 

“At the time I was working on a project, that was proving a story 

nightmare: three writers but it just wasn't working. It was a prompt 

suggestion from my partner at the time, that proved to be the foundation 

stone for 'The Journey of Alfred Small'. I think the seed of the idea was a 

newspaper article about public attacks on buses.” 

With the gem of an idea, the script was written in two weeks and originally was very much 

about stereotypes. Yet asking the question of 'what lies behind the stereotype, took the 

idea in a different direction, and eventually, other concepts creept in such as Alfred's grief, 

abusive relationships, racism and friendship. Before long, Mike had a story and a script. 

But it would be another five months of pre production before the film would see the light of 

day. Following the traditional routes of short film financing, a crowdfunding campaign was 

ran that delivered a small portion of the proposed budget.

“We looked at what we wanted and what we were able to get. The choice was 

difficult – did we sit on the fence and wait to see if we could reach the 10K in the 

origianl proposed budget, or did we see what we had and tailor the story to our 

resources. In the end we decided to cut our cloth to fit our budget and production 

began in earnest.”
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An extended casting period to find the 'right' Alfred and Kendal saw many candidates, but 

Tayo and Phil shone through.

“The key to the story is the relationship between the characters. That's why we did 

the extended casting session. They [Phil and Tayo] worked really well together. 

From the minute both walked into the room, we knew we had found our Kendal and 

Alfred.”

Mike worked with storyboard artists Andy Dodd and Stephan Scally to develop visual looks 

and shots. The boards were then cut up and animated to create an animatic of the action 

before the cameras even rolled. This tool proved instrumental in successfully conveying 

what Mike wanted to achieve in terms of the shoot. It also allowed the production to iron 

out any potential problems early, which made for a very smooth shoot. 

“The fact we spent so much time planning the shoot before hand, meant 

we were able to go into a location and shoot the required footage very 

quickly. The whole thing was shot in five days, and we never went over 

into like fourteen hour days. Working to plan out the movie before hand, 

we were able to achieve almost 86 set-ups with an average of 4 takes 

each.”

Shooting commenced  at the end of February 2013 with the hospital scene, filmed in a 

warehouse in North West London, and due to time constraints, in around 3 and half hours; 

a pace which set the tone of the shoot - fast and loose. In the space of 5 days, the crew 
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shot around West London. Turning a small house in Wimbledon into Alfred's flat; shooting 

around a South Acton housing estate, including a working bus stop and North Acton's 

cemetary.  In order to succesfully realise the films turning moment, the production 

chartered a bus and worked with fight co-ordinator Francis Beraud to craft a two stage 

brutal attack that, during rehearsals, attracted the attention of the local community and the 

police.   As Mike reflects,

“Even shooting on digital [Red Scarlett X with Zeiss Distagon Lenses] we were 

bound by the constraints of time, money and data size. When I wrote the script, it 

was one version of the film, which was altered when the constraints of budget were 

placed on it, which was altered again when the constraints of shoot time came into 

play. Making a short is about being able to compromise in the right way and still be 

able to craft the story. It was an organic process though, and without a shadow of a 

doubt, the talent of the people involved meant we were able to pull off something 

pretty special. “
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Philip Goldacre as Alfred Small; Fabian Walcott as Benji Haze; Tayo Elesin as Kendal Haze in 'The Journey of Alfred Small'  dir: Mike Archer

Dinarte Gouveia as The Boyfriend; Fabian Walcott as Benji Haze and Tayo Elesin as Kendal Haze in 'The Journey of Alfred Small'  dir: Mike 

Archer
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ABOUT THE CAST

PHILIP GOLDACRE  -  ALFRED SMALL

Phil started his professional career in 1981 having graduated 

from ALRA. He is known for starring as Lord Richard Croft in 

the 2007 film 'TOMB RAIDER ASCENSION' and the short film 

'SNOWMAN' In a diverse and expansive career, his TV credits 

includes 'THE BILL ', 'CRIMEWATCH', 'BROOKSIDE', 

'TUCKER'S LUCK', 'CANTERBURY TALES' (BBC Talent 

winner 2003), Prince of Wales in Victoria and Albert, Rodney 

Witchelo (Lead) in the pilot episode of Michael Winner's 

'TRUE CRIMES'.

His on stage credits includes Harry Hyman in the RNT's 'BROKEN GLASS' (Arthur Miller), 

Messenger in the original production of Steven Berkoff's 'WEST', Cassio in 'OTHELLO': all 

in the West End, Philip in Alan Aykbourn's 'RELATIVELY SPEAKING', Monty Blatt in Arnold 

Wesker's 'CHICKEN COUP' With Barley, several roles in St John's Gospel and most 

recently Barry (Lead) in 'The REAPPEARENCE OF CHRIST' in the East End.
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TAYO ELESIN – KENDAL HAZE

Nigerian born actress and graduate of the Greenwich Musical 

Theatre Academy and Rose Bruford Theatre School. Since 

2005, Tayo has continued to build an impressive body of work 

that spans stage and screen. Respected in Nollywood, her 

theatre credits include 'METAMORPHOSIS', 'MILLER'S TALE 

(Wahala Dey O)' at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival, and the 

London Tour of 'OUR HUSBAND HAS GONE MAD AGAIN'.

Her expansive TV and Film credits include the staples of British Television including 

'HOLBY CITY', "LAW AND ORDER UK' and 'CASUALTY' and 'DOCTORS' and the lead 

role in 'MY NAME IS GEORGINA'.

DINARTE GOUVEIA  - ABUSIVE BOYFRIEND

Dinarte has been acting from a young age, performing in 

local community theatre's around the local area. He 

graduated from Goldsmiths College with a BA Honours 

degree in Drama and Theatre Arts in 2011 during which he 

was cast in the lead role for a play called 'BLACK SWANS', 

which played for two weeks at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival. 

Further theatre credits include a critical performance around 

London in 'AS FATE WOULD HAVE IT...'

His film credits include 'THE DAYS INBETWEEN', 'SK CITY', and 'HE LOVES ME'.
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FABIAN WALLCOTT – BENJI HAZE

The JOURNEY OF ALFRED SMALL is Fabian's acting debut. 
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ABOUT THE FILMMAKERS

MIKE ARCHER (Director / Writer / Producer)

Born in the North East, Mike grew up with an artistic 

background (a skill he has developed since childhood) A 

consumate creative, he graduated from York St. John 

University with a BA in Film and Television Production, 

directing and producing two short films, before moving to 

London and training at Drama Studio London's Summer 

School and Redroofs Film and Television School. Over the 

last 6 years, he has gained considerable experience as 

both an actor and filmmaker, with acting film credits 

including EASY VIRTUE for Ealing Studios, an appearance in Tom Hooper's Oscar-

winning THE KING'S SPEECH, independent urban horror film VOODOO MAGIC, starring 

Danny John Jules, and THE GENIUS OF TURNER for BBC2.   

As a filmmaker, he directed his first film project in 2005. Entitled SUZIE. the film presented 

a dark and twisted tale of obession. In 2007, Mike produced ORANGES AND LEMONS, 

starrring 80's TV 'bad boy' Mark Savage (Grange Hill). The film received public screening 

in York and won the Avid Media Award for Best Editor. 

In 2011, Mike founded Old Lamp Films Limited, through which he worked with a number of 

corporate clients to develop content, including the Maranda Education Centre project, an 

educational establihsment in Bondo Town in Kenya. His next film, THE JOURNEY OF 

ALFRED SMALL, was produced at the beginning of 2013, and for which he served as 

writer, director and producer. Starring Philip Goldacre (Tomb Raider Ascension) and Tayo 

Elesin (Law and Order UK) the film picked up award nominations for Best Ensemble Cast 

at the Los Angeles Independent Film Festival Awards in March 2015. He is currently 

developing a slate of projects for Old Lamp Films including THE HAUNTING OF BOAT 65, 
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HOT WINGS and BERNERS STREET.  Mike is represented in the UK by Lucie Eadon at 

Eadon James Associates.

ORIANA ORNITHARI (Producer / Production Co-ordinator)

As a trained lawyer, Oriana moved into the movie business as producer, setting up and 

running Slate 4 Films Limited with her cousin. With the company she recently oversaw 

completion of their first feature project 'THE SMOKE', starring Matt Di Angelo (Eastenders) 

and Lili Bordan; released through Signiture Entertainment, alongside producing numerous 

short films including 'BONOBO'  and the award winning 'METTLE'.

BARBARA ELUM-BALDERS (Costume Designer)

Educated  at  the  prestigious  University  of  the  Arts 

London,  she  gained  a  FDA degree  from  London 

College of Fashion and a BA Honours degree from 

Wimbledon College of Art and Design.

Barbara grew up in the city of Valencia, Spain, she is 

fully bilingual in English/Spanish. During her career 

she  has  worked  in  projects  with  many  great 

producers  like  Paula  Vaccaro  (Ginger  &  Rosa, 

Words with Gods) and award winning directors like 

Maeve Murphy (Taking Stock), in which her work has 

been key to  give characters  the right  visual  depth 

and personality. She is extremely versatile and has 

collaborated in projects for film, TV, musical productions and commercials.

The importance of small details is key for Barbara: they create big characters, and that is  

why  her  designs  always  incorporate  twists  that  highlight  important  aspects  of  the 

character's personality, both in contemporary and period productions
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Barbara's  credits  include  THE  JOURNEY  OF  ALFRED  SMALL; WELCOME  TO 

CURIOCITY; BOLD and costume work on ROBIN HOOD.

NINA IGBINO (Key Make Up Artist)

Nina is a talented and highly resourceful make up artist, 

with a wide arcing range of skills. Having trained under 

the rigorous eyes of the tutors at Greasepaint, and 

benefiting from their years of experience, her artistic 

background and interest in colour and shading 

developed into an eye for precision and detail - and an 

appreciation for the beauty in the minor details that 

coalesce into a completed effect, something that she 

has brought to effect time and again on a growing list of 

productions across both stage and screen, including: ' 

ALICE IN WONDERLAND' for Chiswick Arts;  'VIOLIN' for White Space Films; 'YOUTH' for 

Number 9 Films; and 'MOM, DAN MEET SAM' for Vertigo Heights Films.

EMILY MEECH (Art Director)

Since 2011, Emily has worked on developing a diverse 

skillset and experience as a member of the Art 

Department. Her credits include Stephen Frears' 'LANCE 

ARMSTRONG' Bio pic for Working Title Films; 'VENEER' 

for Gold Rush Pictures, and 'MESSIAH AT THE 

FOUNDLING' for the BBC.
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SIMON SHEN (Director of Photography)

An inspired cinematogrpaher. Simon graduated from 

the London Film School with a Masters degree in 

cinematography. Since then he has continued to 

build up an impressive portfolio of work across the art 

form, both in the UK and internationally across all 

platforms, formats and genres. Driven by a desire to 

craft a dramatic an provocative picture, his credits 

include; 'JACK BRUCE – THE MAKING OF SILVER 

RAIL' for BBC4; 'COFFEE CLUB'; 'MARRYING THE 

SUN' for The London Film School and shot with 

Arricam ST; 'DEREK' for Tiny Town Pictures
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OLD LAMP FILMS 

Presents

A Mike Archer Film

“The Journey of Alfred Small”

Directed By

MIKE ARCHER

Written By

MIKE ARCHER

AMY HOLLESWORTH

Produced By

ORIANA ORNITHARI

MIKE ARCHER

Executive Produced By

AMY HOLLEWORTH

ROSS K FOAD

Edited By

NICHOLAS BROADSTOCK

Starring

PHILIP GOLADACRE Alfred Small

TAYO ELESIN Kendal Haze

DINARTE GOUVEIA Abusive Boyfriend

FABIAN WALLCOTT Benji Haze

CHRISSIE WHITE Mary Small

JASON WELSH Police Officer

MIKE ARCHER Police Support Officer
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ZAK ROWLANDS Man On Bus

CHARLOTTE HALL Woman on Bus

MELANIE LONGARD ICU Nurse

EMMA DELONY Hospital Guest

OLIVER MCGRAW Passenger on Bus

KRISZTIAN PINTER Passenger on Bus

CAT NICKLESS Passenger on Bus

Stunt Choreographer

FRANCIS BERAUD

Casting

GARY COMERFORD

Director of Photogrpahy

SIMON SHEN

Art Director

EMILY MEECH

Costume Designer

BARBARA ELUM-BALDERS

Key Make Up Design

NINA IGBINO

Composer

ROB HARRIS

Production Manager
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ORIANA ORNITHARI

FANNI VERBOVZKI

1st Assistant Camera / Focus Puller

TOM NICHOLSON

2nd Assistant Camera / DIT Technician

JAMES IAN GREY

Gaffer

DEEP GURUNG

Sound Recordist

JERMAINE NELSON - WILLIAMSON

Assistant Wardrobe

GRACE NICHOLSON

ROWLAND MORROW

Assistant Make Up Artist

HENRI HART

Stand By Props

Jake Bath

1st Assistant Director

FANNI VERBOVSZKI

Production Assistants

CHRIS WALKER

NICK HEYWOOD
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Set Photographer

PAUL WALKER

Storyboard Artists

ANDREW DODD

STEPHAN SCALLY

MIKE ARCHER

Catering Manager

AMY HOLLEWORTH

Catering Assistant

SUE GAMWELL

Sound Design and Mixer

KIM RACHEED

Double Deck Bus provided by Abbey Travel Limited

Camera and Grip Kit by Filmstead Hire

Lighting Kit by Key Light Hire

Insurance provided by Performance Insurance

Transport provided by Chiswick Van Hire

WITH THANKS TO

The residents of the South Acton Estate: London

Film Medical Services: Park Royal

The Metropolitan Police

Moby Gratis

Audio Network

Audio Stock

“The Lonely Night” (1962 Mix)

Written By Moby
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Performed by Moby and Mark Lanegan

Used with permission of Moby Gratis

“Waltz at the End of the Night:

Written and Perfromed by IndiKline

Used with Permission of IndiKline

“Conversation with Angels”

Composed by Luke Richards

Published by Audio Network Limited

Used with permission of Audio Network Limited

“Before Sunrise”

Composed by Christopher Slaski

Published by Audio Network Limited

Used with permission of Audio Network Limited

Filmed with RED CAMERAS

All the characters and events depicted in the film are ficticious. 
Any similariy or resemblance to any person, livign or dead, is purely coincidental.

This motion picture is protected by national and international copyright laws.
Unauthorized duplication, distribution or exhibition may result in civil liability 

and criminal prosercution. 

Copyright 2014 Old Lamp Films Limited

www.oldlampfilms.co.uk
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